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05/27/2003
Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, by Special Agent
Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI).[

was interviewed at Camp Delta, U.S.
Air
and Special Agent)
[translation was provided by I
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'stated he is tired and had recently showered which is why his hair was wet. He discussed his polygraph
results of a month ago in which he was deceptive and stated the machine and method was in error as it had misread one of
the questions regarding his receiving any training while in Afgharr stap He again state cl that he had not received any
training. Testing procedures were discussed in general terms although)
ontinued to state the machine and
method of testing was in error.
He has not sent or received any mail for a long time and his last interview was conducted approximately two weeks ago.
'was introduced to a new interrogator who requested they discuss some of the items in the file as there
Iwere questions needing
clarification)
'indicated an unwillingness to discuss any topic previously
addressed, stating everything is in the file and that he is very tired of being mislead by interrogators who never offer the
detainees any benefit for there assistance. He was instructed again of the various levels of Camps, those privileges each
camp has to offer, as well as the disciplinary levels within the camps, and other items such as books.'
'did
not feel these rewards were enough incentive to warrant his continued assistance aside from any new material being
discussed.
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A question was asked concerning a previous report of his providing explosives while in Afghanistan. He asked if the
question was an attempt by the interrogators to deceive him and use the information in a court of law. After being -advised
it was not a trick question he denied any accountability for ever having involvement in explosives in Afghanistan.
—I
'complained of losing his memory and being subjected to mental torture far greater than what he would
experience irl
(if arrested in those countries for the same reason.
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'placed in an adjacent cell so he would be able to speak with
blade one request of having another)
someone from his own country. The interrogators stated they would attempt to arrange this and that if this was
accomplished he would be expected to provide additional answers to questions.
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